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Humanetics is formally approved as a Euro NCAP certified supplier of the Q10 2020 Upgrade Kit as listed in Technical Bulletin *TB 029 Euro NCAP Supplier List Version 2.0 May 2020*.

The Euro NCAP Technical Working Group (TWG) met on April 27th, 2020 and authorized the inclusion of the Humanetics Q10 upgrade kit in the May revision of TB 029.

In March Euro NCAP had concluded their review of the Humanetics Q10 2020 kit and submitted the dossier of data to the Euro NCAP TWG for approval. The TWG reviewed the results of the Euro NCAP testing in order to confirm the Humanetics kit's conformity to specifications and ensure comparable performance to other supplier's upgrades. They concluded that the Humanetics kit meets the Euro NCAP specifications for use in their 2020 Frontal MPDB, Side Impact and Child Occupant Protection testing protocols.
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**Figure 1: Humanetics 2020 kit testing**

This certification by Euro NCAP assures our customers that acquiring the Humanetics Q10 2020 upgrade kit for use in Euro NCAP testing is the right choice.